Optical feedback stabilization of photonic microwave generation using period-one nonlinear dynamics of semiconductor lasers.
Effects of optical feedback on period-one nonlinear dynamics of an optically injected semiconductor laser are numerically investigated. The optical feedback can suppress the period-one dynamics and excite other more complex dynamics if the feedback level is high except for extremely short feedback delay times. Within the range of the period-one dynamics, however, the optical feedback can stabilize the period-one dynamics in such a manner that significant reduction of microwave linewidth and phase noise is achieved, up to more than two orders of magnitude. A high feedback level and/or a long feedback delay time are generally preferred for such microwave stabilization. However, considerably enhanced microwave linewidth and phase noise happen periodically at certain feedback delay times, which is strongly related to the behavior of locking between the period-one microwave oscillation and the feedback loop modes. The extent of these enhancements reduces if the feedback level is high. While the microwave frequency only slightly changes with the feedback level, it red-shifts with the feedback delay time before an abrupt blue-shift occurs periodically. With the presence of the laser intrinsic noise, frequency jitters occur around the feedback delay times leading to the abrupt blue-shifts, ranging from the order of 0.1 GHz to the order of 1 GHz.